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Hispanics
in N.O. are
hurting for
health care
––––––––––

Language, transportation woes
keep them from getting treated
––––––––––
By Amber Sandoval-Griffin
Staff writer
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LAST YEAR THIS 15-YEAR-OLD CHEERLEADER
WAS STRUCK BY A DRUNKEN DRIVER
Old logo

New logo

Becoming
Ashlee, again

Alumni say logo
sends wrong
message

TODAY, THE STRUGGLE FOR RECOVERY CHALLENGES
HER BODY BUT NOT HER SPIRIT

New Nicholls image
likened to a Nazi

––––––––––

––––––––––

When Francisco Ramirez noticed an abnormal
growth and skin irritation on his leg, he went to
Tulane Medical Center’s emergency room to get
help. After some confusion, he says he left no better off.
Although the 45-year-old native Honduran
spoke broken English, a communication gap
proved big enough that medical workers told him
they couldn’t help, he recalls from the episode two
years ago.
“I couldn’t get help because I didn’t speak
English very well and they didn’t speak Spanish,”
Ramirez said.

By Jenny Hurwitz
West Bank bureau

With his chiseled face, military-style cap and saber poised
for action, the recently unveiled
mascot at Nicholls State University was supposed to convey
a new and improved public image, signaling a break from the
past and an end to the mascot
controversy that has dogged the
Thibodaux campus for years.
Instead, the updated Col.
Tillou mascot, named for the
university’s founder, former
Louisiana governor and Confederate officer Francis Redding Tillou Nicholls, has stirred
up a firestorm within the university’s community.
Outraged by the image’s
“menacing” appearance, hundreds of people have flooded social networking sites and college
sports forums to vent their concerns about the revamped logo
design, with a number likening

See HEALTH, A-16

t Where to find help in Spanish at the ER, A-16

See MASCOT, A-12
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Gary Punch of Marrero bids Saturday on a piece
of property in Lafitte. The auction’s revenue total
of more than $4 million was about 10 percent to
20 percent higher than expected.

Jefferson lots
fetch top dollar
at auction
––––––––––

Sale of Road Home properties
draws crowd, but few bargains
––––––––––
By Katy Reckdahl
Staff writer

A young physician and her father arrived at
Saturday’s auction at the Joseph H. Yenni Building in Elmwood hoping to buy a lot near East Jefferson General Hospital.
Numerous residents of Maple Ridge Park
showed up in case lots in their subdivision turned
out to sell for bargain prices.
A soon-to-be-married couple eyed properties in
central Metairie, close to their families.
Many left empty-handed.
Dr. Ka-Tan Tong, who just finished her familypractice residency, made early bids on three lots
in the Pontchartrain Gardens and Pontchartrain

See AUCTION, A-9
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Ashlee Stokes, right, works out on a specialized treadmill at NorthShore Regional Medical Center as her
sister, Meghan, left, and mother, Karen, watch. Earlier this year, the machine did all the legwork. Now Ashlee’s own legs are carrying 50 percent of the weight.

W
To see video of
Ashlee’s progress,
visit

See ASHLEE, A-8
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By Katharine Q. Seelye
© 2009, The New York Times

Ashlee Stokes was
driving this Ford
Mustang convertible last summer
when a drunken
driver swerved
into her lane and
struck the Mustang head-on.
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Competing ads
swamping airwaves

By Benjamin Alexander-Bloch St. Tammany bureau

hile her former classmates immersed themselves
last week in the start of their junior year — new
classes, new teachers, sports and band practices, relationships, planning next month’s homecoming dance —
Ashlee Stokes sat
through an English lesson in her living room,
listening to a reading of
“Alice In Wonderland” as
she struggled to speak,
muscles spasming, her
body still largely out of
her control.
The Northshore
High School cheerleader suffered a severe
head injury last summer in a traffic accident
caused by a drunk driver. Emerging from several weeks in a coma and five months in the hospital to
find her body suddenly unresponsive, Ashlee has been
forced to relearn the most rudimentary skills.
Physically, the Slidell teenager is starting from
scratch. The topsy-turvy Rabbit Hole of a world, full of
whys and what-ifs, has brought challenges for her and
her family. Her personality still shines through, though

Health
debate
makes its
way to TV

10:41 PM
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By the time President Barack
Obama left Montana on Saturday, the Bozeman media market
had been saturated with an advertisement opposing his health
care plan — hard for anyone to
miss because it ran 115 times in
36 hours on network and cable
television channels.
“Say no to government-run
health care,” a narrator says in
the advertisement, produced by
a conservative group that particularly went after the idea of a
government insurance option.
The spot is part of a cascade
of health-related advertising

See ADVERTISING, A-6

t Democrats aren’t alone in facing
anger at town halls, A-7
t Obama tries to put human face
on health care debate, A-7
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Translating needs a tricky prospect
HEALTH, from A-1

A VULNERABLE POPULATION
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A few days after his visit to
the downtown hospital, Ramirez
came across a mobile health
clinic across the street from the
Lowe’s building supply store on
Elysian Fields Avenue. A nurse
practitioner at the clinic, offered
by Common Ground Health
Clinic’s Latino Health Outreach
Project, told him he had a fungus on his leg and gave medicine to treat it.
The immigrant construction
worker, supporting a wife and
3-month-old child, hasn’t seen a
doctor for a checkup since his
visit to the mobile clinic, saying
he expects another medical setting to bring more hassle.
Tulane Medical Center officials note that they serve many
Hispanics and, with language interpretation available for years
at the downtown ER, don’t
know how the service breakdown reported by Ramirez
could have happened. But the
immigrant’s experiences sound
quite familiar to advocates for
Hispanics in New Orleans.
Ramirez is one of large numbers of Hispanics — many of
them drawn to the area by rebuilding jobs after Hurricane
Katrina — who say they face
several hurdles in obtaining
medical care.

Vulnerable population

Like other working-class or
low-income people, immigrant
Hispanics are troubled by limited public transit options and
lack of money for out-of-pocket
fees. But they face additional
problems that arguably make
them the metro area’s most vulnerable population, medically
speaking: language barriers, exceptionally low rates of medical
insurance coverage, and their
own anxiety in providing personal information to medical
providers — out of fear that it
could lead to closer scrutiny of
their legal status in America.
“We anticipate that they are
going to have language issues,
we anticipate that they are
going to have transportation issues,” said Antor Ndep, executive director of the Common
Ground Health Clinic, a facility
in Algiers that provides free primary and preventive care and
has a clientele that is about 10
percent Hispanic.
Dr. Jaime Bustamante, medical director of an international
services department at Ochsner
Foundation Hospital, said emergency rooms are rife with Hispanic patients who, lacking any
relationship with a doctor, appear with urgent and nonurgent
needs. Some of them are undocumented, and they require a
sophisticated response, he said.
“The use of ER for non-ER
care has created a backup in the
system,” he said. “We don’t turn
anybody down . . . We do our
best to treat their medical
needs.”
New Orleans has counted
Spanish-speaking immigrants
among its citizens since colonial
days, with a Cuban presence
reaching back generations and
Central American and Mexican
natives making inroads more recently — especially since Hurricane Katrina in 2005. But there
are no reliable estimates of how
many local Hispanics might be
lacking medical care.
As of 2007, about 9 percent of
Jefferson Parish residents and 4
percent of Orleans Parish residents identified themselves as
Hispanic or Latino, according to
sample surveys by the U.S.
Census Bureau. But experts say
such surveys don’t account for
many undocumented Hispanic
workers and their relatives.

Lost in translation

The most prevalent obstacle
for Spanish speakers seeking
medical care is the language
barrier. This gap is frequently
seen at the front desk of a hospital or on the phone when
someone tries to book an appointment — and is cut off immediately because the receptionist doesn’t understand them.

Hispanic population struggles to secure medical care
HISPANICS AND THE UNINSURED:
Hispanics make up
15% of the U.S.
population

Hispanics make up
32% of the
uninsured

HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR U.S. NONELDERLY POPULATION, 2007:
Insurance

White

Black

Hispanic

Asian,
Pacific
Islander

76%

52%

42%

70%

42%

12%
12%

27%
21%

24%
34%

12%
18%

28%
30%

Private
Medicaid and
other public*
Uninsured

American
Indian,
Alaska native

*Includes Medicare and military-related coverage.
Source: Urban Institute and Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured analysis of the Census
Bureau population survey.

PARISHES WITH MOST HISPANIC RESIDENTS IN NEW ORLEANS AREA:
2005-2007, hispanics of any race
Jefferson Parish
Hispanic: 37,462
(8.7%)

Total population: 431,350
TED JACKSON / THE TIMES-PICAYUNE

Deborah Even returns from collecting a few pamphlets for patient Luis Reyes, who waits in the exam
room at the Daughters of Charity Clinic on Thursday. Even is a nurse who specializes in care for Hispanics at the Metairie clinic.
Beyond the front desk, access
to trained medical interpreters
also is a major hurdle as patients try to explain their needs
in Spanish. Although many facilities have bilingual staff members, experts say that’s not the
same as having an interpreter
who specializes in conveying the
patient’s needs to the physician
or nurse.
Among seven major hospitals
in the metro area with emergency rooms, four offer medical
interpreters on site, at least
during regular office hours. The
remaining three rely on an interpreter phone line. But miscommunication is a risk with
such phone lines, and they prevent more nuanced exchanges
between patients and doctors,
some say.
“What we are finding in the
city of New Orleans, specifically
in hospitals, is that they are
hard-pressed to find even someone who speaks Spanish who
works in the office,” said Daesy
Berhorst, a volunteer with the
Language Access Coalition. “So
what we see a lot is someone
who is not related at all to the
health field, not a doctor or a
nurse, who is now intervening
and interpreting for someone
about their health care.” Some
patients bring in their children
to try to interpret, she said.
“That’s probably not the best
situation for the child to be in,”
Berhorst said. “There are certain cases where the mother has
cancer, for instance.”

Insurance scarce
In addition to the language
barrier, a lack of medical insurance poses a challenge, for medical providers as well as patients. It is a national problem:
According to an analysis of 2008
census data by the Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the
Urban Institute, Hispanics comprise 15 percent of the population but make up 32 percent of
the total uninsured population in
the United States. And health
officials say such numbers ring
true in New Orleans.
Also, many Hispanics in New
Orleans work in transient construction jobs that typically do
not offer medical insurance.
Out-of-pocket fees usually
charged by clinics, even on a
sliding scale, prompt many to
avoid preventive care visits.
Even when Hispanic patients
find out about free or low-cost
clinics that have bilingual staff
members — as in the case of
Common Ground and Daughters of Charity clinics — transportation is a hurdle. Many immigrants do not have a valid
driver’s license or a car and
must rely on public transit services that remain drastically reduced from pre-Katrina levels.
Many undocumented Hispanics, meanwhile, view health
workers as authority figures
and fear that their personal information could be reported to
immigration officials — perhaps
leading to deportations. Health
workers say the fear is unjustified; nevertheless, it is common

HELP IN SPANISH AT THE ER

Estos hospitales ofrecen ayuda bilingue en la sala de emergencia

These hospitals offer a telephone interpreter around the clock,
with additional services as noted:
+ Ochsner Foundation Hospital: On-site medical interpreter during
office hours; an interpreter on call during off-peak hours
+ Children’s Hospital: On-site medical interpreter during office
hours at main hospital
+ Tulane Medical Center: Interpreter can be summoned within
30 minutes of patient arrival downtown; interpreter available during
office hours at hospital’s Lakeside campus
+ East Jefferson General Hospital: On-site medical interpreter,
depending on availability

These hospitals offer a telephone interpreter around the clock,
but no in-person service:
+ LSU Interim Public Hospital
+ Touro Infirmary
+ West Jefferson Medical Center

Orleans Parish
Hispanic: 11,978
(4%)

Total population: 301,016

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey

HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE FOR MEXICANS IN NEW ORLEANS:
Limited survey based on a sample of 157 Mexican immigrants, including
122 men and 35 women
Recent health?

Dangerous job?

Bad: 1% Excellent:
27%

Yes: 45%

Multiple barriers
More than one issue often is
at play when a working-class
Hispanic family runs into obstacles with medical care.
Guadalupe Garcia, a native of
Honduras, immigrated to New
Orleans in 2003. That same
year, she experienced intense
pain in her hips. She sought out
help at LSU Interim Public
Hospital’s emergency room.
There, she said, she was unable to explain her symptoms in
English to a doctor who couldn’t
speak Spanish. Her son, 8 years
old at the time, tried to explain
her discomfort to the doctor in

No: 55%

Regular:
18%

Other: 3%
Broken
bones:
17%

Very
good:
17%

Good:
37%

21% experienced
on-the-job injuries

Sought medical
care in New
Orleans?

Percentage seeking
medical care that
received it?

No: 52%

No: 7%

Yes: 48%

Yes: 93%

Source: hospital officials, staff research

for Hispanics new to the area to
provide false identification or incorrect addresses to health care
providers. And that gets in the
way of communication about follow-up treatment.
“I think there is a real fear,”
said Deborah Even, a nurse and
care manager at the Daughters
of Charity Services in Metairie.
“Until they find out from someon e o r a t a h ea lt h fa ir or
through a church that Daughters of Charity and other clinics
in the city exist and are not
going to ask them for legal status, they are scared of going to
the doctor.”

Type of injury/illness?
Minor injury
(cuts, falls):
57%

Infections/respiratory
illness: 23%

How medical care
was paid for?
Paid
personally:
7%

Other: 7%
Free:
33%

Couldn’t
pay: 13%

broken English. But Garcia, 39,
said she never found out why
she was in pain because she
couldn’t understand the doctor’s
responses, even with her son’s
help.
Garcia later found trained
language interpreters at Daughters of Charity in Metairie,
which provides services on a
sliding scale. Now her greatest
obstacle is getting to the clinic, a
30-minute ride, because she
doesn’t drive. As a mother of
two teenage sons and a
22-month-old child, Garcia
works from home as a caterer
for construction sites, while her
husband works long hours as a
mechanic.
She must plan her doctor visits long in advance, and sometimes they can take up the majority of her day.
“At times it’s very inconvenient,” she said. “I’m always
calling and calling for someone
to drive me.”
Daughters of Charity has
three clinics in the area, including the St. Cecilia Medical Center in the Bywater neighborhood of New Orleans, but Even
said transportation remains a
huge issue for her patients.
Common Ground Health
Clinic has developed a partial

Health
insurance: 13%

Employer:
27%

Note: Among 7 immigrants who sought medical care and didn’t receive it, 3 said they couldn’t pay,
2 didn’t know where to go, 1 cited lack of medical insurance and 1 cited “few medical options.”
Source: 2007 Mexican Mobile Consulate Survey
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solution to the transportation
problem by providing a mobile
clinic a few days each month at
day-labor pickup sites, such as
the Elysian Fields location. The
clinic, when available, arrives
with Spanish-speaking medical
interpreters.
The mobile clinic reaches out
to male laborers who, usually
young and in robust condition,
won’t look for a doctor unless
they are in dire need.

Hoping to stay healthy
Mario Cerrato, 33, a Honduran immigrant with expertise as
a welder, came to New Orleans
weeks ago after living in Chicago for nine years. He waited
one day at the corner of South
Claiborne Avenue and Martin
Luther King Boulevard in Central City, hoping to be chosen
for construction work. It is
there that Common Ground’s
mobile clinic usually sets up on
Thursdays.
Cerrato has a constant reminder of what might happen
should he need medical help. A

friend from Honduras who lives
with him recently broke his ankle while working construction.
The friend, he said, won’t go to
the doctor because he doesn’t
speak English and doesn’t know
where to find a free clinic. The
friend is laid up, trying to heal
without medical help.
“He don’t want to go there (to
the doctor) because he will have
to pay and the emergency room
is such a hassle,” Cerrato said.
As for Cerrato, who has no
medical insurance and has yet to
visit the mobile clinic, said if he
gets sick or hurt, he doesn’t
know what he will do.
“How am I going to pay for
it?” he said. “It’s going to be difficult because at this time I
don’t have a job. I don’t have
transportation either, and the
public transportation here is
bad.
“It’s going to be very difficult.
So for now, I just hope I stay
healthy.”
ccccccc

Amber Sandoval-Griffin can be reached at
asandoval-griffin@timespicayune.com or
504.826.3323.

The Rhodes Family

Celebrates 125Years of Service
With the completed historic restoration of the Washington Avenue location, Rhodes is celebrating
and commemorating their commitment to the renaissance of New Orleans. The building, which
was once the Tivoli Theater built in 1927, will be dedicated on August 22nd and the Rhodes Family
invites you to attend.
Open House
2:00 pm
Ribbon Cutting 3:00 pm
Dedication
4:00 pm
Limited Seating, RSVP 241-5556

3933 Washington Avenue
www.rhodesla.com

